Introduction 39
The defining property of mirror neurons (MirNs) is that they modulate their firing both when a 40 monkey performs an action, and when it observes a similar action performed by another individual 41 (Gallese et al., 1996; Rizzolatti & Fogassi, 2014) . Since their discovery in the macaque rostral ventral . Pseudo-random trial presentation sequence, shown as 2-D representation of monkey's view of object area. All trials began in the same way, with the object area illuminated (LCDon), and upcoming object/grasp cued (e.g. trapezoid, PG). Each trial was then indicated as Execution (green LED on monkey side), Observation (green LED on experimenter side), or NoGo (red LED on monkey side). (C). Homepad and object displacement signals on Go trials, and digital task events. To make an initial analysis of the correspondence between execution and observation activity across 231 the task, we averaged each neuron's activity within each of the 7 task periods, and then across trials, for 232 each condition. Activity was baseline-corrected by subtracting the average activity in the 250ms prior 233 to LCDon, and then soft-normalised by the maximum absolute rate across conditions (within object), 
Decoding analyses 250
We used the Neural Decoding Toolbox (Meyers, 2013) to examine how well activity in each sub-251 population discriminated between conditions. We first ran the decoding across all three conditions 252 (Execution, Observation, NoGo), and then repeated analysis using Observation and NoGo conditions 253 only. Binned data (non-overlapping 50ms bins), singly aligned to the Go/NoGo cue for each trial, 254 was used to form pseudo-populations of units for each population separately, using 10 trials from 255 each condition (3x10 = 30 data points for each condition in the 3-way decoding), and then randomly 256 grouped into 10 cross-validation splits (3 data points per split). Firing rates were z-scored to reduce the 257 bias of high-firing units in the classification. A maximum correlation coefficient classifier was trained 258 on all but one of the splits, and then tested on the left-out split, and this procedure was repeated up 259 to the number of splits, leaving out a different split each time. For increased robustness, the cross-260 validation splits were resampled 50 times, and decoding accuracy was averaged across these runs. To 261 assess the significance of the observed decoding accuracy, we used a permutation test procedure. The 
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V Exe and V Obs are the first k eigenvectors of X Exe and X Obs , where X Exe and X Obs are the 290 mean-centred execution and observation activity, respectively. tr denotes trace. The denominator 291 is mathematically equivalent to the sum of the eigenvalues of the first k eigenvectors of X Obs and 292 the alignment index is thus bounded between 0 (if X Exe and X Obs are fully orthogonal) and 1 (if 293 X Exe and X Obs are perfectly overlapping). We compared true alignment values to a null distribution 294 of alignment of 10,000 pairs of random, orthonormal subspaces, and a p-value was computed as the 295 proportion of values in the null distribution greater than the true alignment. P < 0.05 was considered 296 significant (i.e. the true alignment value exceeded 95% of the values within the null distribution).
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To examine the state-space overlap between observation and NoGo, we used PCA to define a 298 second set of 3 principal axes using trial-averaged observation data from across all neurons, 100-400ms 299 after the Go cue. We then projected activity from all three conditions onto these axes, and quantified 300 variance captured and alignment statistics in an analogous way to that for the movement period 301 subspaces.
302
Results
303
We recorded single neurons in F5 and M1 of rhesus macaques performing and observing reach-to-304 grasp and hold actions, and assessed the profiles of activity across conditions and populations. We 305 then compared modulation during the action observation condition, where monkeys were required to 306 remain still, to neural activity when monkeys were explicitly cued to withhold movement.
307
EMG and behaviour 308
Monkeys were trained to a high level of performance before recording (>90% correct trials per session).
309
For both monkeys, reaction and movement times were significantly faster than human experimenters 310 ( Single-neuron responses 332
The complex naturalistic task set-up evoked a wide variety of responses in recorded neurons, 333 particularly during action execution. A substantial proportion of neurons also showed responses to 334 one or both of the action observation and NoGo conditions. Figure 4A shows a PTN recorded in M1, 335 which maintained a steady baseline firing rate until the Go cue. During execution, HPR was 336 accompanied by a suppression of firing for both grasps, followed by an increase leading up to DO, 337 which was greater for WHG. This increased firing was maintained during the hold period, before 338 falling below baseline as the monkey returned to the homepad. During observation, firing rates were 339 considerably lower than during execution, and no suppression was apparent at movement onset.
340
Firing rates increased to almost twice the baseline level during the hold period, before gradually 341 decreasing, and were more similar across grasps than in execution. Another M1-PTN ( Figure 4B) 342 had a complex pattern of activity during execution, with a peak just before DO, particularly for PG, 343 and a second peak prior to release of the object. During observation, the same unit showed a small, 344 sustained increase in firing rate. The unit shown in Figure 4C was recorded in F5. In both action 345 execution and observation conditions, the HPR to DO period showed a dramatic increase in firing 346 for both grasps, peaking at >100 spikes s -1 . In execution, hold period activity then stabilised at a 347 15 lower rate, with activity for WHG sustained at a higher level. By contrast, observation activity 348 decayed back to baseline relatively quickly at the beginning of the hold period. Figure 4D shows an 349 M1-PTN with a steady baseline firing rate, which completely silenced during both execution and 
